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a b s t r a c t

A novel high-efficiency device comprised of three subsystems, a solar collector, a sodium thermal
electrochemical converter, and a non-recuperative Brayton heat engine, is modeled by taking into ac-
count the main internal and external irreversibility sources. The model extends previous works in which
the heat waste of the electrochemical converter is used as heat input in a Brayton gas turbine to study its
performance and feasibility when a solar energy input is added. The operative working temperatures of
three subsystems are determined by energy balance equations. The dependence of the efficiency and
power output of the overall system on the solar concentration ratio, the current density, the thickness of
the electrolyte, and the adiabatic pressure ratio (or temperature ratio) of the Brayton cycle is discussed in
detail. The maximum efficiencies and power output densities are calculated and the states of the
maximum efficiency-power density are determined under different given solar concentration ratios. The
parametric optimum selection criteria of a number of critical parameters of the overall system are
provided and the matching problems of the three subsystems are properly addressed. It is found that
under a solar concentration around 1350, the maximum efficiency and power output density of the
proposed hybrid system can reach, respectively, 29.6% and 1:23 � 105 W/m2. These values amount
approximately 32.7% and 156% compared to those of the solar-driven sodium thermal electrochemical
converter system without the bottoming Brayton cycle. The Pareto front obtained from numerical multi-
objective and multi-parametric methods endorses previous findings.

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The sunlight is the greatest source of energy in the world
compared with the other common energy sources including the
natural gas, coal, and oil. It has obvious advantages such as
renewable, free, clean, and long term available [1e3]. Solar energy
power systems use the heat produced by collectors to drive some
power systems such as Brayton-like gas turbines [4e7], Carnot-like
heat engines [8e10], thermionic generators [11e13], thermopho-
tovoltaic cells [14e16], and thermoelectric generators [17e20]. The
sodium thermal electrochemical converter (Na-TEC) [also named as
the alkali-metal thermal electric converter (AMTEC)] is becoming
now-days as a useful power system that generates electricity by
ca@usal.es (A.C. Hern�andez).
driving sodium ions [21e24]. For example, Cole et al. [21] described
the basic operating principles of the Na-TEC; Underwood et al. [22]
proposed a new arrangement incorporating internal cells con-
nected in series; Lodhi et al. [23] studied the influence of the
electrode materials on the power output degradation showing a
performance of the sodium cell up to 77% when selected materials
are used [17,24].

Na-TEC cells are high efficiency devices allowing an appropriate
coupling with a variety of heat or fuel sources. In this line, Wu et al.
[25] studied an integrating device composed of a parabolic solar
collector and a Na-TEC cell; Chivington et al. [26] developed a new
conceptual design for a system converting solar energy to elec-
tricity with a Na-TEC for spacecraft; Johnson et al. [27] designed and
integrated a solar Na-TEC power system with an advanced global
positioning satellite; Kotaro [28] studied and analyzed a pre-
liminary design of the solar-driven system with the Na-TEC; Hen-
dricks et al. [29] displayed the crucial aspects of a radial Na-TEC cell
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Nomenclature

AA area of the absorber, m2

AE electrode area on BASE tube, m2

B a coefficient, AK1/2/Pa/m2

Cc speed of light, m/s
cC thermal capacitance rate, J/K
cP molar specific heat, J/mol/K
cL thermal conductance, J/K
D thickness, m
F Faraday constant, C/mol
G pressure loss geometric factor
J current density, A/m2

h Planck constant, J s
KB Boltzmann constant, J/K
L atent heat, J/g
M molecular weight, g/molPOD, W/m2

p1 process 4e1 pressure, Pa
p2 process 2e3 pressure, Pa
P power output, W
psat saturation vapor pressure, Pa
Dpcd pressure loss, Pa
qC=H heat flows from the condenser/absorber, W qin

incoming solar energy, W
qL1 thermal loss, W
qL2 heat leak rate, W
qR reflection loss, W
qs solar radiance heat flow, W/m2

q0 heat flow from the working substance, W
R gas constant, J/mol/K
rp pressure ratio
TC condenser temperature, K

Ti temperature of the working substance
TH evaporator temperature, K
T0 environment temperature, K
Vac over potential difference, V
VR ionic BASE voltage, V
x adiabatic temperature ratio
z radiation reduction factor

Greek symbols
a spectral absorbance ε effectiveness
l radiation wavelength
g adiabatic coefficient
h efficiency
h0 optical efficiency
hS efficiency of solar collector
m an electrolyte coefficient, m2

s Stefan-Boltzmann constant, W/m2/K4

Subscripts
12/34 isentropic compression/expansion
A/B NA-TEC/BHE 1,2,3,4,2s,4s
max maximum

Abbreviations
AMTEC alkali metal thermal electric converter
BASE b

00
-alumina solid electrolyte

ME maximum efficiency
MPOD maximum POD
Na-TEC odium thermal electrochemical converter
POD power output density
TEG thermoelectric generator
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design in solar systems to achieve high cell performance; Peng et al.
[30] established an integrated device comprising a solar collector
and a Na-TEC, discussing the influence of key parameters on the
whole device performance. Since the exhaust heat temperature of a
typical Na-TEC cell is still high, there is room for improvement by
means of heat waste recovering. In this sense, there are proposals
for hybrid systems where the Na-TEC cell is coupled with triple-
effect absorption refrigeration [31], thermoelectric generator
[32,33], or irreversible Brayton power cycle [34].

On the other side, Brayton-like cycles have been extensively
analyzed and optimized under different strategies and models
[35e37]. So, Roco et al. [35] investigated the optimum performance
of a regenerative Brayton-cycle coupled to external heat thermal
baths including external and internal irreversibilities. Ust et al.
investigated the ecological performance of an endoreversible [36]
and irreversible [37] regenerative Brayton heat engine (BHE).
Nowadays, studies still exhibit the wide versatility of the Brayton
cycle: Durante et al. [38] presented a realistic Brayton cycleworking
as an externally fired gas turbine fueled with biomass, Guo et al.
[39] proposed a storage system composed of a Brayton cycle and a
reverse Brayton cycle, Sharan et al. [40] reported that the Brayton
cycle with supercritical carbon dioxide presents a higher efficiency
compared to the Rankine cycle. As a straightforward consequence
of the above, it can be stated that closed and open cycles in BHE
technology are amenable to be used with a variety of energy
sources coming from not just high-quality fuels.

In a previous paper [34], a configuration inwhich the heat waste
of Na-TECs is used as the heat input in a BHE was studied. In this
paper, the main aim is to further extend this study for a solarized
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Na-TEC plant in order to study its performance and feasibility when
hybridized with a renewable energy input. In particular, the goal of
this paper is twofold: a) to establish a creative integrated device
comprised of a solar collector, a Na-TEC, and an irreversible non-
regenerative BHE, including external and internal irreversibilities,
and b) to investigate its whole optimum performance on the basis
of the key parameters of each subsystem. Goals a) and b) are
accomplished in section 2, where the performance regimes of
maximum efficiency (ME), maximum power output density
(MPOD), andmaximum efficiency-power (defined as the product of
efficiency and power) are analyzed for the overall system. Section 3
contains a detailed discussion of numerical results of the optimum
ranges of the main parameters involved for different solar con-
centration ratios and the optimization of the electrolyte thickness.
Section 4 contains a detailed discussion on the optimum ranges of
the main parameters involved for different solar concentration ra-
tios, along with the comparison of the obtained values for ME and
MPOD regimes with other Na-TEC-based hybrid systems reported
in the literature. Section 5 is devoted to give a complementary
perspective on the overall system using a multi-objective and
multi-parametric optimization based on the Pareto front and the
associated space of parameters. Finally, a brief summary is pre-
sented in Section 6.

2. The description of a solar-driven Na-TEC-Brayton system

The integrated system, shown in Fig.1 (a), is mainly composed of
a solar collector, a Na-TEC cell, and a BHE power cycle. The detailed
schematics of the Na-TEC cell and BHE cycle are displayed in Fig. 1



Fig. 1. The skets of the proposed three-stage device (a) and of the Na-TEC cell (b). In (c) the T-S cycle of a BHE.
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(b) and (c), respectively.
Themain body of thewhole device is the Na-TEC subsystem; see

Fig. 1 (b). Briefly, it is mainly comprised by several connected
b

00
-alumina solid electrolyte (BASE) tubes working as a selective

barrier to the medium because of its higher ion conductivity in
comparison with its electronic conductivity. Ionization of sodium
atoms at the hot side becomes as a consequence of the pressure and
temperature differences across BASE. Sodium ions diffuse through
the BASE to the cathode side while isolated electrons are collected
at the anode and they circulate through the external circuit, pro-
ducing electrical work on the external load. Next, electrons and
sodium ions recombine at the surface between BASE and cathode.
From a thermal point of view, a Na-TEC cell works between a high-
temperature surface (ranging between 900 K and 1300 K) which
acts as an evaporator for the high pressure sodium vapor entering
the anode, and a low-temperature area (ranging between 400 K
and 800 K) acting as a condenser for the low pressure sodiumvapor
exiting the cathode. Energetically, the temperature of the
condenser plays a key role since at that high temperature heat
could be released directly to the environment (thus provoking an
unvoidable thermal damage) or be recycled by the coupling of the
Na-TEC to an additional bottoming power system.

In [34] a BHE was used as a gas turbine bottoming cycle because
of its wide versatility both in the used working fluids and multi-
step arrangements and, very specially, because of it allows its use
in a broad variety of energy sources. Also, in these cycles the main
internal irreversibilities are well characterized in terms of the
compressor and turbine isentropic efficiencie. In Refs. [34] it was
reported the suitability of a one-step and non-recuperative BHE
with small pressure ratios to work with the required pressurized
working fluid using the low grade heat coming from the Na-TEC
condenser at temperature TC; see Fig. 1 (c). Note here as the BHE
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works in between the hot source given by the condenser, absorbing
a qC heat flow and delivering a q0 heat flow at a low source at
ambient temperature T0. Heat leak in the BHE device is taken into
account by means of the qL2 heat flow into the atmosphere. In the
temperature-entropy diagram in Fig. 1 (c), the main processes of
the non-regenerative BHE are detailed. Steps 2e3 (at constant
pressure p2) and 4e1 (at constant pressure p1) stand for the heat
absorption and releasing processes, respectively. Steps 1e2 (1e2s)
and 3e4 (3e4s) denote the irreversible (reversible) adiabatic
compression and expansion processes accounted for the corre-
sponding isentropic efficiencies (see below Eq (8)).

The third, and most novel part in this work, is the additional
consideration of the solar device at the topping of the Na-TEC cell, in
order to provide the absorber with enough concentrated solar en-
ergy to drive theNa-TEC cell. Note in Fig.1 (a) how the solar collector
consists of a heat absorber and an optical lens. qin denotes the
incoming solar energyand h0 stands for the optical efficiency. qR and
qL1 indicate, respectively, the reflection and thermal losses of the
absorber. Is out of the scope of this paper to give technical details
about the solar subsystemand the type of concentration device used
[7] (towerplant, parabolic trough,parabolic dish, and soon). Instead,
a simple model for the concentrating solar system is provided in
order tobeable toobtainanalytical closedexpressions for theoverall
plant efficiency depending just on a few significant parameters. The
key point in our model is to get by means of concentrated solar
energy the temperature range needed by the Na-TEC cell (between
900K and1300K). Thus, it is considered a genericmodel (see details
in subsection 2.1) already tested in Ref. [30]where the useful energy
provided by the solar collector is the difference between the energy
transmitted qin to the receptor and the conduction and convection
losses generically accounted by the heat flows qR and qL1.

According to above considerations, the resulting net power
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output comes from two ways: most of thermal energy from the
absorber qH is transferred to the NA-TEC cell working between the
evaporator and condenser temperatures [21,41] to generate a first
power PA; then, the BHE working between the condenser temper-
ature and the environment gives a second power output PB. Also
note the versatility of the proposed model: As particular cases it
could give the performance of a solarized BHE power plant working
between the solar collector temperature and the environment if the
NA-TEC cell is absent and amenable to be hybridized with an
external combustion chamber [6]; or the performance of a pure
solar-driven NA-TEC cell working between the evaporator and
condenser temperatures [30] if the BHE is absent. In the discussion
presented in Sec. 6 a comparison among the optimized power
output and efficiency of some different configurations is presented.
2.1. Mathematical model

2.1.1. The efficiency of a solar collector
According to Fig. 1 (a), the efficiency hS of the solar collector can

be written as [42].
hS ¼
qH
qin

¼ h0qin � qR � qL1
qin

¼ h0 �
h0C

ð∞
0
½1� aðlÞ�qsðlÞdlþ 2p

ð∞
0
aðlÞhc2l�5

"�
exp

�
hc

lKBTH

�
� 1

��1

�
�
exp

�
hc

lKBT0

�
� 1

��1
#
dl

C
ð∞
0
qsðlÞdl

(1)

hA ¼
PA
qH

¼
JAE

�
RTH
F ln½1þ psatðTHÞmD=ðRTHÞ� � Vac � VR

�

JAE

�
RTH
F ln½1þ psatðTHÞmD=ðRTHÞ� � Vac � VR

�
þ JAEML

�
F þ JAEcPðTH � TCÞM

�
F þ AEs

�
T4H � TC

4
��

z
(3)
where
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

qin ¼ CAA

ð∞
0

qsðlÞdl

qR ¼ h0CAA

ð∞
0

½1� aðlÞ�qsðlÞdl

qL1 ¼ 2pAA

ð∞
0

aðlÞhc2l�5

"�
exp

�
hc

lKBTH

�
� 1

��1

�
�
exp

�
hc

lKBT0

�
� 1

��1
#
dl

(2)
In the above equations, C denotes the concentration ratio, qsðlÞ
is the solar irradiance heat flow (an irradiance of 103 W/m2 is
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considered as a representative value of a sunny day at PLACE on
DATE [43]), l is the radiationwavelength, h is the Planck constant, c
stands for the speed of light, KB is the Boltzmann constant, AA de-
notes the upper surface area of the absorber, and aðlÞ represents
the spectral absorbance of the absorber surface.
2.1.2. The efficiency of a sodium thermal electrochemical cell
As noted above, the Na-TEC is an emerging power conversion

technology with some intrinsic advantages such as the long-life
operation, reliability, and high efficiency [41]. Under the electro-
chemical potential gradient established by a sodium pressure dif-

ference across the b
00
-alumina solid electrolyte (BASE), the sodium

cations are driven through the BASE membranes to the cathode. At
the same time, the electrons circulate through the external load in
which power is produced and then they recombinewith the sodium
cations at the cathode/BASE interface. The neutral sodium releases
heat and then condensates to the liquid phase. The liquid sodium is
returned to the evaporator region by a porous capillary wick system
[44,45]. Taking intoaccount thepoweroutput and theheat input, see
Fig. 1 (b), its efficiency hA is given by Ref. [46],
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where [25,47e50].
8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:

VR ¼ JD
h
1:62� 10�5TH expð�45:5=THÞ þ 1:55� 10�7TH expð3722=THÞ

i

Vac ¼ �2RTH
F

ln

"
1
2

"
J2TH

B2p2satðTHÞ
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2

� 1
2

J
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
TH
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BpsatðTHÞ

#
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2RTH
F
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2
641
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2
64 J2
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THTC
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2
641þ

�
1þ 3G

8p

� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pMRTHTC

p J
F
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ffiffiffiffiffiffi
TH

p
3
75
3
75

1
2

þ 1
2

JðTHTCÞ
1
4

B
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
psatðTHÞpsatðTCÞ

p
3
75

(4)
PsatðTÞ ¼ 109:678�5383:2=T being the T-dependent saturation vapor
pressure [47], VR denotes the ionic BASE voltage, Vac is the over
potential difference, J stands for the current density of theNa-TEC,M
and L denote, respectively, the sodium molecular weight and
vaporization latent heat, AE corresponds to the electrode area, cP
means the molar specific heat, z indicates the radiation reduction
factor, s denotes the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, F is the Faraday
constant, m denotes a superficial electrolyte coefficient, fx5 stands
for the charge-exchange coefficient, D is the electrolyte thickness, R
is the gas constant, and G means a pressure loss geometric factor.
What is noteworthy is that the specific relational expression among
TH , m, D, and TC is given by [25].

psatðTHÞ
1þ psatðTHÞmD=ðRTHÞ

¼psatðTCÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
TH
TC

s
(5)
2.1.3. The efficiency of the irreversible Brayton heat engine
As shown in Fig. 1 (c), a non-regenerative irreversible BHE

operating between the high temperature TC and the low temper-
ature T0 is considered. Taking into account the input and output
heat fluxes, its efficiency, hB, is defined as [51e54]:
hB ¼ PB
qC þ qL2

¼ qC � q0
qC þ qL2

¼
cC

�
εCTC � ðx� 1þ h12Þ

�
εC

h12

��
a1xþ a2

a3x
2 þ a4xþ a5

�
� ε0

1� ε0

�
a1xþ a2

a3x
2 þ a4xþ a5

� T0

��

cCεC

�
TC �

�
x� 1þ h12

h12

��
a1xþ a2

a3x
2 þ a4xþ a5

��
þ cLðTC � T0Þ

(6)
where
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8>>>>><
>>>>>:

a1 ¼ �ð1=h34Þ½ε0=ð1� ε0Þ�T0 þ εCð1� 1=h34ÞTC
a2 ¼ �εCTC

a3 ¼ �ð1=h12Þð1� 1=h34Þð1� εCÞ
a4 ¼ �ð1� εCÞð1� 1=h12Þð1� 1=h34Þ

þð1� εCÞ=h12 � 1=h34½1=ð1� ε0Þ�
a5 ¼ ð1� 1=h12Þð1� εCÞ

(7)

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

h12 ¼ T2s � T1
T2 � T1

h34 ¼ T3 � T4
T3 � T4s

x ¼
�
p2
p1

�g�1
g

¼ rp
g�1
g ¼ T2s

T1
¼ T3

T4s

(8)

In the above equations cC indicates the thermal capacitance rate,
εC=0 means the effectiveness of the hot/cold side of the heat
exchanger, h12=34 is the isentropic compression/expansion effi-
ciency [51e54], Ti ði¼ 1;2;3;4;2s;4sÞ denotes the temperature of
the working substance at the state i, x is the adiabatic temperature
ratio [39], cL denotes the corresponding thermal conductance, g
means the adiabatic coefficient, and rp ¼ p2

p1
denotes the pressure

ratio.
2.1.4. The efficiency of the overall hybrid device
By using Eqs. (1), (3) and (6), the efficiency h and power output P

of the whole system can be written, respectively, as:



Table 2
hmax;C , pmax;C , Zmax;C , and the optimal values of several key parameters for the given values of C.

C hmax;C pmax;C

ð105W=m2Þ
Zmax;C

ð103W=m2Þ
Dhmax ;C

ð10�6mÞ
Dpmax ;C

ð10�6mÞ
xhmax ;C xpmax ;C Jhmax;C

ðA=m2Þ
Jpmax;C

ðA=m2Þ
TH;hmax ;C

ðKÞ
TH;pmax ;C

ðKÞ

200 0.171 1.22 4.01 3.16 1.00 1.48 1.56 3.42 5.66 980 1300
400 0.220 1.23 13.8 2.00 1.00 1.52 1.56 3.84 5.66 1100 1300
600 0.247 1.23 17.5 1.59 1.00 1.54 1.56 4.04 5.66 1200 1300
850 0.270 1.23 19.7 1.00 1.00 1.56 1.56 4.18 5.66 1280 1300
1100 0.286 1.23 20.9 1.00 1.00 1.56 1.56 4.18 5.66 1300 1300
1350 0.296 1.23 21.7 1.00 1.00 1.56 1.56 4.18 5.66 1300 1300

Fig. 2. (a) p, (b) h, and (c) Z as functions of x and J for D ¼ 5� 10�6 m and C ¼ 500, where TH has been optimized.

Fig. 3. (a) h and p as functions of J and (b) p and Z ¼ ph versus h for C ¼ 500 and D ¼ 5� 10�6 m, where both x and TH is such that it optimizes efficiency and POD.

Table 1
Standard values of some parameters used in the hybrid system [25,30,48,52].

RðJ=mol=KÞ 8.314 LðJ=gÞ 4480

cðm s�1Þ 3� 108 εC 0:95
T0ðKÞ 300 ε0 0.99
hðJ sÞ 6:63� 10�34 Mðg=molÞ 23

BðA ffiffiffiffi
K

p
=Pa=m

2Þ 90 h0 0.9

FðC=molÞ 96485 h12 0.85
G 10 h34 0.9
z 50 sðW=m2=K4Þ 5:67� 10�8

mðm2Þ 107 cL=cC 0.02

cPðJ=mol=KÞ 30
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Fig. 4. (a) hmax;C and hpmax;C
, (b) pmax;C and phmax;C

, (c) Jpmax;C and Jhmax;C
, (d) ðAA=AEÞpmax;C

and ðAA=AEÞhmax;C
, (e) ðcC=AEÞpmax ;C and ðcC=AEÞhmax ;C

, (f)xpmax ;C and xhmax ;C , (g) TH;pmax ;C
and TH;hmax ;C

,
and (h) TC;pmax ;C and TC;hmax ;C as functions of C for D ¼ 5� 10�6 m, where the dotted curves represent the cases of hm;C , pm;C , Jm;C , ðAA=AEÞm;C , ðcC=AEÞm;C , xm;C , TH;m;C , and TC;m;C ,
respectively.
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Fig. 5. (a) diði¼ 1;2;3Þ and (b) yiði¼ 1;2;3Þ as functions of C for D ¼ 5� 10�6 m.

Fig. 6. h and p as functions of D for C ¼ 1350, where J, x and TH have been chose to
optimize efficiency and POD.
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h¼ P
qin

¼ hShA þ hShBð1� hAÞ (9)
P ¼ PA þ PB ¼ h0qin � qL1 � qR � qL2 � q0

¼ JAE

�
RTH
F

ln½1þ psatðTHÞmD=ðRTHÞ� � Vac � VR

�
þ

cC

�
εCTC � εCðx� 1þ h12Þ

�
1
h12

��
a1xþ a2

a3x
2 þ a4xþ a5

�
� ε0

1� ε0

�
a1xþ a2

a3x
2 þ a4xþ a5

� T0

�� (10)
In the following optimized performances of the overall
arrangement will be analyzed in terms of the main involved pa-
rameters in each subsystem: current density of the Na-TEC cell (J),
the thickness of the electrolyte (D), the concentration ratio (C) of
the solar collector, and the adiabatic temperature ratio (or
compression ratio) of the BHE x. First, the available pressure ratios
and current density are determined taking as objective functions
the overall efficiency and power output density; then, the influence
of the concentration ratio and thickness of the electrolyte on these
energetic magnitudes is analyzed. Jointly this information gives the
optimal values of the key parameters for the overall system as
compiled in Table 2.
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3. Results

3.1. The maximum efficiency and maximum power output density
for a given concentration ratio

Eqs. (9) and (10) show that both h and P of the whole system
depend on some key parameters for each involved subsystem, such
as C, TH , TC , J, x, AA=AE , cC=AE , and D. When C and D are given and TH
is chosen tomaximize efficiency and power output density (POD) in
the range of 900e1300 K, two parameters among TC , J, x, AA=AE , and
cC=AE may be chosen as independent variables because there are
three constraint equations: qH ¼ h0qin � qR � qL1, qH � PA ¼ qC þ
qL2, and Eq. (5). If J and x are selected as independent variables and
the data in Table 1 are adopted, Eqs. (9) and (10) can be used to
generate the 3D-graphs of the efficiency h and POD p ¼ P=AE
varying with J and x, as depicted in Fig. 2 (a) and (b), respectively.
Additionally, one can take hp≡Z (the so-called efficient power
regime, first introduced by Stucki in the context of biochemistry
[55] and later widely applied in the finite time models of heat en-
gines [56]) as a new objective function and obtain the three-
dimensional graph of Z varying with J and x, as shown in Fig. 2
(c). Fig. 2 shows that h, p, and Z are not monotonical functions of
x and J, and there exist different optimal values of x and J to
maximize h, p, and Z. When x is optimally chosen, the effects of J on
both h and p are displayed in Fig. 3 (a). h and p attains their
respective maxima, i.e., hmax;C ¼ 0:233 and pmax;C ¼ 93:8� 103 W/
m2, respectively. phmax ;C and hpmax;C indicate the POD at hmax;C and
the efficiency at pmax;C , respectively. Meanwhile, the optimal ranges
of J, p, and h can be determined as

Jhmax;C � J � Jpmax;C (11)

phmax;C
� p � pmax;C (12)

and

hpmax;C
� h � hmax;C (13)



Table 3
The comparison of hmax and pmax of several Na-TEC-based hybrid systems.

Systems
Parameters

hmax pmax

ð103W=m2Þ
The percentage increase of hmax
compared with Solar- Na-TEC

The percentage increase ofpmax

compared with Solar- Na-TEC
The percentage increase ofhmax
compared with single Na-TEC

The percentage increase of pmax

compared with single Na-TEC

Solar-Na-
TEC-
BHE

0.296 123 32.7% 156% _ _

Solar-Na-
TEC

0.223 48.0 _ _ _ _

Na-TEC-
BHE
[34]

0.417 116 _ _ 31.5% 142%

Na-TEC 0.317 48.0 _ _ _ _
Na-TEC-

TEG
[33]

0.346 64.3 _ _ 9.15% 34.0%
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Moreover, one can find that pmax;C is much larger than phmax;C
and hmax;C is much larger than hPmax;C

. In Fig. 3 (b), Zmax;C is the peak
value of ph for a given C, which corresponds to the state denoted by
m on the h � p characteristic curve [30]. The POD and efficiency on
the state pointm are described by pm;C and hm;C , respectively. Fig. 3
(b) shows that the point m lies in between the states of the MPOD
and the ME, and hm;C and pm;C are, respectively, determined by

hpmax;C
<hm;C < hmax;C (14)

and

phmax;C < pm;C < pmax;C (15)
Fig. 7. Pareto front of the overall solar Na-TEC-BHE system and those of each component. In
of the 4 variables. The larger influence is on J, TC , and C, as it is depicted in (b). In (c) the influ
A), the BHE subsystem (label B) and the whole system. In (e) the values of J, TC , and x that pr
is noticeably different whenever each system is optimized.
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It can be found that compared to the state of the maximum POD
(efficiency), the relative increase of the efficiency (POD) in the state
Zmax;C is more outstanding than the relative decrease of the POD
(efficiency). Thus, the efficient-power regime acts as a figure of
merit yielding power and efficiency in between those of the
maximum efficiency and maximum power.

3.2. Effects of the concentration ratio (C)

By using Eqs. (3), (6), (9) and (10), the influences of C on the
lower and upper boundaries of h, p, J, AA=AE , cC=AE ,x, TH , and TC are
displayed in Fig. 4 (a)-(h), respectively. hpmax;C and hmax;C , phmax;C and
pmax;C , Jhmax ;C and Jpmax ;C , ðcC=AEÞhmax ;C

and ðcC=AEÞpmax ;C , xpmax ;C and
xhmax;C , TH;hmax ;C

and TH;pmax;C
, and TC;hmax;C and TC;pmax;C monotonically
(a) the objective is the optimization of the solar component. This constrains the values
ence of this state on x and AA=AE . In (d) the Pareto front of the Na-TEC subsystem (label
oduce the Pareto front, known as the Pareto optimal set. In (f) the preference on C and J
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increase as Cincreases, while ðAA=AEÞpmax;C
is not a monotonic

function of C and ðAA=AEÞhmax;C
monotonically decreases as

Cincreases. The gray areas stand for the optimum ranges of these
parameters, respectively. pmax;C , Jpmax ;C , ðcC=AEÞpmax ;C , xpmax ;C ,
TH;pmax;C

, and TC;pmax;C increase rapidly in the region of C < 200;
while they keep almost unchanged in the region of C > 200.
Analogously, the influences of C on the parameters on the point m
in Fig. 3 (b) are displayed by the dotted curves in the gray regions of
Fig. 4. It can be seen clearly that for an arbitrary value of C, the point
m is closer to the state of the MPOD than that of the ME. Fig. 4 (g)
indicates that when C is small, TH is not high enough to drive the
Na-TEC cell.

The data in Fig. 4 can be further used to obtain Zmax;C=

ðpmax;Chpmax;C
Þ≡d1, pm;C=pmax;C≡d2, hm;C=hpmax;C

≡d3, Zmax;C=

ðphmax;C
hmax;CÞ≡y1, pm;C=phmax;C

≡y2, and hm;C=hmax;C≡y3 for different
values of C, as illustrated in Fig. 5. It is seen from Fig. 5 (a) that in the
region of C >150, d2 <1, d3 >1, and d1 ¼ d2d3 >1. It can be also seen
from Fig. 5 (b) that in the region of C >150, y2 >7:35, y3 < 1, and
y1 ¼ y2y3 >4:93. It is a remarkable fact that when the concentration
ratio is low, i.e., C � 150, d1 > >1 and y1 > >1. This indicates that
compared to the ME-state, the optimized state m has obvious ad-
vantages for all reasonable values of solar concentration.

3.3. Optimization of the electrolyte thickness

Fig. 4 shows that according to practical requirements, different
values of C are allowed. For example, when C ¼ 1350 is chosen, one
can further plot the curves of h and p varying D, as displayed in
Fig. 6, where J, x, and TH have been chosen to optimize the efficiency
and POD. It is observed from Fig. 6 that when D ¼ D0, both h and p
attain simultaneously their respectivemaxima.What is noteworthy
is that the optimal values Dhmax;C and Dhmax;C of D at the ME and
MPOD are usually different because qin includes AA and AA= AE is
associated with D. For an arbitrary reasonable value of C, one can
calculate hmax;C , pmax;C , and Zmax;C and the optimal values of several
key parameters, as listed in Table 2.

From data in Table 2 the following points are stressed: (i) It is
remarkable that hmax;C and Zmax;C are monotonically increasing
functions of C. Although pmax;C keeps almost unchanged, the
maximum power output is also a monotonically increasing func-
tions of C because ðAE=AAÞpmax;C

increases with the increase of C, as

shown by the region of C � 200 in Fig. 4 (d); (ii) In the region of
small solar concentration ratios, the difference between Dpmax;C and
Dhmax ;C is very small and in the region of larger solar concentration
ratios, both Dpmax ;C and Dhmax;C are the same; (iii) The difference
between xpmax;C and xhmax ;C decreases with the increase of C and it
disappear at large solar concentration ratios; (iv) The difference
between Jpmax;C and Jhmax;C

decreases with the increase of C and tends
to a constant for large solar concentration ratios.

4. Discussion

Indeed, all above results are meaningful in the coupling of three
subsystems to give an optimal design of the whole system. But
special mention should be done on the concentration ratio and the
temperature TH in the evaporator coming from the solar device.
Though the analyzed optimal performance regime requires high
concentration ratios, see Fig. 4 (g), what it is also valuable is the
following fact: even a moderate concentration ratios (around 300)
the TH values are enough to drive the sodium cell in the maximum
power regime as can be checked in the last two columns in Table 2
and in Fig. 4 (b). Concentration rates above 300 gives no substancial
increasing of TH . In other words, the maximum power regime sat-
urates above moderate concentration ratios. Opposite, the
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maximum efficiency regime requires a noticeable increase in the
concentration ratio, see Fig. 4 (a), due to the extra losses by radia-
tion at these temperatures. It is worth to mention that concentra-
tion ratios around 300 yielding the needed temperatures in the
solar absorber, are available by the recent concentration power
plants technologies [57]. In this line, results show the feasibility of
the maximum power regime while upper bounds values of effi-
ciency would precise additional minimization of the radiation
losses. Besides, an important point is that the size of the BHE is not
subtancially modified as the pressure ratio changes are very low in
terms of the concentration ratio, as can be checked in Fig. 4 (f) and
the numerical values of xpmax;C and xhmax;C in Table 2.

For the proposed system, hmax and pmax can be compared with
the corresponding values expected from a Solar-Na-TEC system
without the bottoming Brayton cycle. This comparison is presented
in Table 3 for C ¼ 1350 (see rows 1 and 2). It can be seen that under
the same solar concentration ratio, the performance of the system
is noticeably improved by adding the bottoming Brayton heat en-
gine in order to recover the heat waste delivered by the sodium cell.
Again, should be noticed a valuable difference between the
maximum efficiency and the maximum power regimes in regards
the role played by the concentration ratio. While high concentra-
tion ratios (C ¼ 1350) are needed to get maximum efficiency as
consequence of the monotonic increases in Fig. 4 (a), maximum
power does not need such high concentration ratios since a mod-
erate and technically accessible values get the saturated value. In
any case the needed pressure ratios in the BHE device remain
practically the same.

In the same way, when the solar collector in Fig. 1 is removed
and the energy input is considered as another heat sources at
temperature TH , the previously analyzed Na-TEC-BHE system [34] is
recovered. The values of hmax and pmax for Na-TEC-BHE and Na-TEC
systemswith TH ¼ 1300 K are also listed in Table 3 (see row 3). Once
again it is highlighted the efficient use of the BHE using heat waste
from the Na-TEC component. This added value is the key fact what
makes the combination solar-Na-TEC-BHE very valuable against
combinations where the sodium cell is absent. If the sodium cell is
removed the resulting solarized Brayton gas turbine could get
higher efficiency values but at compression ratios much higher [7]
with multistage arrangements and an additional combustion
chamber or storage system. In brief, the BHE versatility provides a
very efficient use of the heat waste in the sodium cell.

A comparison with the hybrid system discussed in Ref. [33],
composed by a Na-TEC and a thermoelectric generator (TEG), is in
order here. This is also shown in Table 3. It is clearly seen from the
data in Table 3 that the performances of the hybrid Na-TEC-TEG
system (row 5) are better than those of the single Na-TEC (row 4)
but worse than those of the Na-TEC-BHE system (row 3). Again, the
advantage of a bottoming Brayton against a bottoming thermo-
electric generator device is clear.

The decrease in efficiency when the solar component is
considered (comparing rows 1 and 3, and 2 and 4) is expected, since
the power output is maintained but the radiation losses from the
solar collector provoke the need of an additional extra heat input;
meanwhile in the analysis excluding the solar component, the ra-
diation losses in the heat input are not considered. In both cases the
efficiency drops are around 30%.

5. Multiobjective and multiparametric optimization

All above results have been obtained on the parametric opti-
mization of the power and efficiency obtained with the proposed
model in Section 2. A complementary and useful information of the
optimal functions and parameters could be obtained based on
numerical multi-objective and multi-parametric optimization
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methods giving the so-called Pareto front (which gives the best
compromise among desirable quantities and where a further
improvement in one function involves the degrading of the rest)
and the corresponding optimal set of parameters [58]. The results
obtained are shown in Fig. 7. The optimization variables are J, x, TC ,
and C, and the objective functions are the efficiency, POD and
efficient power density. The Pareto front is obtained by considering
the energetics of the overall system and comparing with the situ-
ation in which only the subsystems are optimized (solar, Na-TEC
and BHE).

If the goal is to optimize the solar component, the possible
configurations in the energetic space and in the variables space are
obtained as plotted in Fig. 7(aec). As expected, the POD and effi-
ciency are directly linked to C, and also, there is a noticeable pref-
erence for large values of J and TC [see Fig. 7 (b)]. The variable x is
not directly linked with the optimization of the solar component
(notice that near points in Fig. 7 (b) are not necessarily near in Fig. 7
(c), however, the values of x and AA=AE are constrained [see Fig. 7
(c)]. In brief, even when only one part of the system is optimized,
there are effects on the variables that are not associated to that
subsystem.

In Fig. 7 (d) the Pareto front of the isolated Na-TEC and BHE
components are compared with the Pareto front of the coupled
system. For the Na-TEC system optimization the variable x is not
constrained but J and TC are linked [see Fig. 7 (e)]. The BHE per-
formance is strongly dependent on the TC-values and one value of x
(approx. 1.57) and J (around 5:37� 105 A/m2). This is the compo-
nent with the strongest constraints but x remains almost constant
(approx. 1.57 ± 0.015). All together, these results endorse the
observed asymptotic behavior in Fig. 4 of J, x, and TC for relative
high C values. It also allows us to deepen into the influence of the
optimization variables, which are not only linked to the subsystem
from which they come from, showing that the benefit of each
component is not entirely for the benefit of the whole. In particular,
note this feature, in the very different values of the concentration
ratio, C, for each subsystem and the overall system in Fig. 7 (f).

6. Conclusions

A more realistic integrating device comprising a solarized so-
dium cell with a bottoming Brayton cycle has been modeled, taking
into account losses coming from external thermal radiation, heat
leak of the integrating system and irreversible losses inside each
subsystem. Four generic and main results are listed as follows:

(i) Both the maximum efficiency and maximum power density
regimes have been characterized and numerically obtained
for the different solar concentration ratios. While the first
one requires very high concentration ratios, the second one
is feasible at moderate and technically accessible values.

(ii) The influences of a few critical parameters including the solar
concentration ratio, thickness of the BASE, current density of
the converter, and adiabatic temperature ratio (or pressure
ratio) of the BHE on the performances of the whole device
are studied. The optimum surfaces of solar absorber and
electrolyte are determined for different solar concentration
ratios.

(iii) The challenging problem of considering both the POD and
efficiency, is solved by introducing the trade-off figure of
merit Z ¼ ph. It gives a compromise between above two
regimes as it provides efficiencies near the maximum effi-
ciency regime and powers slightly lower than those of the
maximum power performance regime.

(iv) The proposed hybrid device is found to be a high efficient
energy converter of solar radiation under the presented
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parametric optimization. These findings are endorsed by the
Pareto front results deduced by using multi-objective and
multi-parametric methods.
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